
60-MINUTE (LIVE) VIRTUAL TRAINING

In order to make someone else feel open to
tough feedback, it's helpful to be offering positive
feedback along the way. You'll learn a model for
success in this quick-hitting session.

Whether you're a people manager delivering
feedback to employees, or an individual
contributor doing 3rd party peer feedback, you
are sure to discover some innovative techniques
in this program. 

Feedback, when effectively constructed and
delivered at precisely the right moment, can be
one of the most powerful ways to develop 
 performance. It doesn't cost anything but time.
Even better, most employees actually report
wanting to receive MORE feedback. But yet,
managers and peers are still hesitant to deliver
feedback. 
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The Feedback Fallacy - why traditional
approaches simply don't work! Let's stop
spending time on things that don't work once
and for all.  
How We Actually Learn - we'll take a quick peek
in our brains to see how they actually work.
Pretty cool! 
Look for Outcomes - rather than spending all of
our time identifying and dodging failures like
some massive game of Frogger, we will learn
the technique of identifying excellence as our
outcome.
Attaboys Don't Work - let's move beyond
platitudes to specific phrases that are 100%
more meaningful, more powerful, and drive
continued goodness in the right direction.
Timing is Everything - that phrase has never
been more true! Learn the critical moment for
delivering an important phrase with strategic
use of a well-timed interruption.
Exploration of the Present, Past and Future -
learn how to construct and ask powerful
questions to alter brain chemistry and invite
new ways of thinking.
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TRAINING@LEADTHROUGHSTRENGTHS.COM

In the crowded shelves and blogospheres of
business advice, why are there so many different
approaches to feedback? Is the annual review
still the gold standard? Or, is radical candor the
best way to go? Tough love or boot camp
philosophies? What about the old trusted
positive-negative-positive approach--otherwise
known as the bamboozle sandwich?  Well, has
anyone cracked this nut?


